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Genoni (Oristano), privately held Giara’s little horses 
grazing on the volcanic hill called Santu Antine. 
Giara’s plateau is on the left. A number of little 

horses live in captivity and some of them are involved 
every August in the traditional local rodeo



The cuaddeddu, or Giara horse, ranks among the last wild horses in Europe. There are about five 
hundreds left, and they live in a plateau in Southern Sardinia called the Giara.

These horses are quite mysterious: how they reached the middle of the Mediterranean area is not 
clear yet – probably they were brought in by Phoenicians more than 3,000 years ago.

The cuaddeddu (the Sardinian term for “little horse”) is not a pony but a small size horse (just 
120 cm at the withers on average), and it used to live in the whole Sardinia but it became extinct 
everywhere except in the Giara: a volcanic plateau (580 meters high, on average) surronded by cliffs 
and gorges, a sort of “island in the island” impossible to escape for these animals.

That’s why the Giara became their lost paradise – or their invisible corral, if you prefer – a 
restricted habitat for these restless, rebel, freedom loving horses, sometimes used to teach horse-
riding to kids, or during August’s rodeos in the surrondings.

Grazing is coming short, anyway, and so does the water of the little lakes in the plateau: how long 
the little horses of the Giara will survive?



Porto Torres, young riders of the association Giara 
Oristanese of Oristano performing a pair. For this kind 
of horse shows performed by kids and children, animals 
involved are Giara’s little horses or “giarab”, a breed 

obtained crossing Giara’s and arab horses



Giara di Gesturi (Sardinia), the plateau seen from 
North West. Picture taken with the precious help of the 
VII Reparto Volo of Polizia di Stato of Oristano



Giara di Gesturi (Sardinia), guide Peppino Sedda exploring 
the archeological site of Bruncu Sergiu at sunset



Torre Grande (Oristano), girls of the association Giara 
Oristanese of Oristano preparing for the sartigliedda held on 
August 15th. For this kind of horse shows performed by kids 
and children, animals involved are Giara’s little horses or 
“giarab”, a breed obtained crossing Giara’s and arab horses



Giara di Gesturi (Sardinia), little horses 
running in a pauli (a little lake)



Genoni (Oristano), a rider mounting a Giara’s 
little horse during the rodeo held in August and 
organised by the Associazione Equestre Genonese



Giara di Gesturi (Sardinia), a little horse at sunset



Torre Grande (Oristano), members of the association Giara 
Oristanese of Oristano prepare horses for the Feast of Assumption 
on August 15th. For this kind of horse shows performed by kids 
and children, animals involved are Giara’s little horses or 
“giarab”, a breed obtained crossing Giara’s and arab horses



Torre Grande (Oristano), members of the association Giara Oristanese 
of Oristano waiting for their exhibition at the sartigliedda, the 
day of Feast of Assumption. For this kind of horse shows performed 
by kids and children, animals involved are Giara’s little horses or 
“giarab”, a breed obtained crossing Giara’s and arab horses



Genoni (Oristano), privately held Giara’s little horses 
grazing on the volcanic hill called Santu Antine. A number 
of little horses live in captivity and some of them are 
involved every August in the traditional local rodeo



Oristano, Davide Floris, 13 yo, caresses Rusty, 
a Giara’s little horse born in captivity and 
owned by the association Giara Oristanese, quite 
often used at sartigliedde and pairs



Tuili (Medio Campidano), a dead little horse on 
the Giara. Photo courtesy of Pro Loco of Tuili



Genoni (Oristano), pushing in the corral some Giara’s 
little horses during the rodeo held in August and 
organised by the Associazione Equestre Genonese



Genoni (Oristano), a moment of a threshing when 
Giara’s little horses were used for it. This 
practice were stopped when mechanical machines were 
introduced. Photo courtesy of Pro Loco of Tuili



Torre Grande (Oristano), members of the association Giara 
Oristanese of Oristano prepare horses for the Feast of Assumption 
on August 15th. For this kind of horse shows performed by kids 
and children, animals involved are Giara’s little horses or 
“giarab”, a breed obtained crossing Giara’s and arab horses



Genoni (Oristano), a Giara’s little horse right 
before the starting of the rodeo held in August and 
organised by the Associazione Equestre Genonese



Giara di Gesturi (Sardinia): Elena Cassu, 84 yo, with her 
son Filippo Frau, 46, in the house made of stone they 
live in on the plateau. They are the last residents of the 
Giara, even though they often stay in the other house they 
have in the near village of Gonnosnò (Oristano)



Genoni (Oristano), people attending the rodeo 
held in August with the Giara’s little horses, 
organised by the Associazione Equestre Genonese



Giara di Gesturi (Sardinia), cork 
strippers at work at dawn on the Giara



Torre Grande (Oristano), members of the association Giara 
Oristanese of Oristano waiting for their exhibition at 

the sartigliedda, the day of the Feast of Assumption. For 
this kind of horse shows performed by kids and children, 
animals involved are Giara’s little horses or “giarab”, a 

breed obtained crossing Giara’s and arab horses



Genoni (Oristano), a rider fall almost 
immediately from this Giara’s little horse 

during the rodeo held in August and organised 
by the Associazione Equestre Genonese
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